We propose an effective technique to solving review-level sentiment classification problem by using sentence-level polarity correction. Our polarity correction technique takes into account the consistency of the polarities (positive and negative) of sentences within each product review before performing the actual machine learning task. While sentences with inconsistent polarities are removed, sentences with consistent polarities are used to learn state-of-the-art classifiers. The technique achieved better results on different types of products reviews and outperforms baseline models without the correction technique. Experimental results show an average of 82% F-measure on four different product review domains.
Introduction
Sentiment classification has attracted a number of research studies in the past decade. The most prominent in the literature is Pang et al, [1] which employed supervised machine learning techniques to classify positive and negative sentiments in movie reviews. The significance of that work influenced the research community and created different research directions within the field of sentiment analysis and opinion mining. [2, 3, 4] Practical benefits also emerged as a result of automatic recommendation of movies and products by using the sentiments expressed in the related review. [5, 3, 4] This is also applicable to business intelligence applications which rely on customers' reviews to extract 'satisfaction' patterns that may improve profitability. [6, 7] While the number of reviews has continued to grow, and sentiments are expressed in a subtle manner, it is important to develop more effective sentiment classification techniques that can correctly classify sentiments despite natural language ambiguities, which include the use of irony. [8, 9, 10, 11] In this work, we classify sentiments expressed on individual product types by learning a language model classifier. We focus on online product reviews which contain individual product domains and express explicit sentiment polarities. For example, it is quite common that the opinion expressed in reviews are targeted at the specific products on which the reviews are written. [2, 7] This enables the reviewer to express a substantial level of sentiments on the particular product alone without necessarily splitting the opinions between different products. Also, in a review, sentiments are likely to be expressed on specific aspects of the particular product. [12] For example, an iPad user may express positive sentiment about the 'camera quality' of the device but expresses negative sentiment about the 'audio quality' of the device. This provides useful and collaborative information on aspects of the product that need improvements. [13, 14, 15] The application of sentiment classification is important to the ordinary users of opinion mining and sentiment analysis systems. [16, 2, 3] This is because the different categories of sentiments (e.g. positive and negative) represent the actual stances of humans on a particular target (e.g. a product). A product manufacturer for example, can have an overview of how many people 'like' and 'dislike' the product by using the number of positive and negative reviews. Similarly, sentiment classification has been quite useful in finance industries, especially for stock market prediction. [17, 18, 19] Sentiment classification on product reviews can be challenging, [16, 3, 4] which is why it is still a very active area of research. More importantly, sentiments expressed in each product review sometimes include ambiguous and unexpected sentences, [20] and are often alternated between the two different positive and negative polarities. This causes inconsistencies in the sentiments expressed and consequentially leading to the mis-classification of the review document. [1, 16, 3] As such, the bag-of-words approach is not sufficient alone. [3, 4] We emphasize that most negative reviews contain positive sentences and often express negative sentiments by using just a few negative sentences. [21] We show an example as follows:
I bought myself one of these and used it minimally and was happy (POSITIVE) I am using my old 15 year old Oster (NEGATIVE) Also to my surprise it is doing a better job (POSITIVE) Just not as pretty (NEGATIVE) I have KA stand mixer, hand blender, food processors large and small... (OBJECTIVE) Will buy other KA but not this again (NEGATIVE)
The above problem often degrades the accuracy of sentiment classifiers as many review documents get mis-classified to the opposite category. This is regarded as false positives and false negatives as the case may be.
While the above problem is non-trivial, we propose a polarity correction technique that extracts sentences with consistent polarities in a review. Our correction technique includes three separate steps. First, we perform training set correction by training a 'naïve' sentence-level polarity classifier to identify false negatives in both positive and negative categories. We then combine the true positives sentences and the false negative sentences of the two opposite categories to form a new training set for each category. Second, we propose a sentence-level polarity correction algorithm to identify consistent polarities in each review, while discarding sentences with inconsistent polarities. Finally, we learn different Machine Learning algorithms to perform the sentiment classification task.
The above steps were performed on four different Amazon product review domains and improved the accuracy of sentiment classification of the reviews over a baseline technique and give comparable performance with standard biagram, bag-of-words, and unigram techniques. In terms of F-measure, the technique achieve an average of 82% on all the product review domains.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss related research work in Section 2. In Section 3, we propose the training set correction technique for sentiment classification task. Section 4 describes the sentence-level polarity correction technique and the corresponding algorithm. Our machine learning experiments and results are presented in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents conclusions and future work.
Related Work
Pang and Lee, [22] proposed a subjectivity summarization technique that is based on minimum cuts to classify sentiment polarities in IMDb movie reviews. The intuition is to identify and extract subjective portions of the review document using minimum cuts in graphs. The minimum cut approach takes into consideration, the pairwise proximity information via graph cuts that partitions sentences which are likely to be in the same class. For example, a strongly subjective sentence might have lexical dependencies on its preceding or next sentence. Thus Pang and Lee, [22] showed that minimum cuts in graph put such sentences in the same class. In the end, the identified subjective portions as a result of the minimum graph cuts are then classified as either negative or positive polarity. This approach showed significant improvement from 82.8% to 86.4% with just 60% subjective portion of the documents.
In our work, we introduce additional steps by not only extracting subjective sentences. Instead, we extract subjective sentences with consistent sentiment polarities. We then discard other subjective sentences with inconsistent sentiment polarities that may contribute noise and reduce the performance of the sentiment classifier. Thus, contrary to Pang and Lee, [22] our work has the ability to effectively learn sentiments by identifying the likely subjective sentences with consistent sentiments. Again, we emphasize that some subjective sentences may not necessarily express sentiments towards the subject matter. [3, 4] Consider, for example, the following excerpt from a 'positive-labelled' movie review: ' 1 real life, however, consists of long stretches of boredom with a few dramatic moments and characters who stand around, think thoughts and do nothing, or come and go before events are resolved.
2 Spielberg gives us a visually spicy and historically accurate real life story.
3 You will like it.'
In the above excerpt, sentence 1 is a subjective sentence which does not contribute to the sentiment on the movie. Explicit sentiments are expressed in sentence 2 and 3. We propose that discarding sentences such as sentence 1 from reviews is likely to improve the accuracy of a sentiment classifier. Similarly, Wilson et al, [23] used instances of polar words to detect contextual polarity of phrases from the MPQA corpus. Each phrase detected is verified to be either polar or non-polar phrase by using the presence of opinionated words from a polarity lexicon. Polar phrases are then processed further to detect their respective contextual polarities which can then be used to train machine learning techniques. Identifying the polarity of phrase-level expression is a challenge in sentiment analysis. [3] Earlier in Section 1, we have illustrated some example sentences to that effect. For clarity, consider the sentence 'I am not saying the picture quality of the camera is not good'. In this sentence, the presence of the negation word 'not' does not represent 'negative' polarity of the sentence in context. In fact it emphasizes a 'desired state' that the 'picture quality' of the camera entity is 'good'. However, without effective contextual polarity detection, such sentences could be easily classified as 'negative' by ordinary machine learning techniques. To this extent, Wilson et al, [23] performed manual annotation of contextual polarities in the MPQA corpus to train a classifier with a combination of ten features resulting to 65.7% accuracy giving room for more improvement.
Choi and Cardie, [24] proposed a compositional semantics approach to learn the polarity of sentiments from the sub-sentential level of opinionated expres-sions. The compositional semantic approach breaks the lexical constituents of an expression into different semantic components. Thus, the work used content word negators (e.g. sceptic, disbelief) to identify the sentiment polarities from the different semantic components of the expression. Content word negators are negation words other than function words such as not, but, never and so on. Identified sentiment polarities are then combined using a set of heuristic rules to form an overall sentiment polarity feature which can then be used to train machine learning techniques. Interestingly, on the Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA) corpus created by Wiebe et al, [25] this combination yielded a performance of 90.7% over the 89.1% performance of ordinary classifier (e.g. using bag-of-words).
The performance achieved by Choi and Cardie, [24] is understandable given that the MPQA corpus contains well 'structured' news articles which are mostly well written on certain topics. Moreover, sentences or expressions which are contained in news articles are most likely to express sequential sentiments for a reasonable classification performance. [17, 26, 27] For example, it is more likely that a negative news 'event' such as 'Disaster unfolds as Tsunami rocks Japan' will attract 'persistent' negative expressions and sentiments in news articles. In contrast, sentiment classification on product reviews is more challenging as there is often inconsistent or mixed sentiment polarities in the reviews. We have illustrated an example to that effect in Section 1. It would be interesting to know the performance of the heuristics used by Choi and Cardie, [24] on standard product review datasets such as Amazon online product review datasets. A detailed review of other sentiment classification techniques on review documents is provided in Tang et al. [28] Our main contribution to the sentiment classification task is to do training set correction and further detect inter-sentence polarity consistency that could improve a sentiment classifier. That is, given a review of n−sentences, we try to understand how the sentiment polarity varies from sentence 1 to sentence n. We hypothesize that detecting consistent sentiment patterns in reviews could improve a sentiment classifier without further sophisticated natural language techniques (e.g. using compositional semantics or linguistic dependencies). [17] More importantly, we believe every sentence in the review may not necessarily contribute to the classification of the review to the appropriate class. [22] We say that certain sequential sentences with consistent sentiment polarities could be sufficient to represent and distinguish between the sentiment classes of a review. Representative features have been argued to be the key to effective classification technique. [29, 30] We emphasize that our approach is promising and can be easily integrated by any sentiment classification system regardless of the sentiment detection technique employed.
Training Set Correction
Training set polarity correction has been largely ignored in sentiment classification tasks. [6] Earlier, we emphasized that a review document could contain both positive and negative sentences. Moreover, since reviewers often express sentiments on different aspects of products, it is probable that some aspects of the products will receive positive sentiments while others get negative sentiments. [3] In a negative-labeled product review for example, it is more likely that negative sentiments will be expressed within the first few portion of the review and then followed by positive sentiments in the later portion of the review on some of the aspects of the product that gave some satisfactions. [5, 3] This could be because reviewers tend to emphasize on the negative aspects of a product than the positive aspects, and in some cases, both polarities are expressed alternately, which we will discuss in Section 4. Thus, using such mixed sentiments in each category, for training a machine learning algorithm will only result to bias and reduce the accuracy of the classifier. [22, 31] As such, we propose a promising approach to reduce the bias in the training set by first learning a 'naïve' sentence-level classifier on all sentences from both the positive and negative categories. A 'naïve' classifier could be any classifier trained with surface-level features (e.g. unigram or bag-of-words), [22, 32] without necessarily performing sophisticated features engineering since the final sentiment classifier will be constructed with more fine-grained features. [33] For example, one could learn the popular Naïve Bayes classifier with only unigram features. [22, 34, 35] It is also possible to use a more complexly constructed classifier at the expense of efficiency. Having said that, the 'naïve' classifier is then used to also test the same sentences from both the positive and negative categories. The idea is to identify positive-labelled sentences that will be classified as negative and negative-labelled sentences that will be classified as positive. Having identified this, it is therefore imperative to correct the training set by combining the wrongly classified sentences to their original respective categories. That is, positive-labelled sentences that are classified as negative should be combined with the original negative sentences (in the negative category) and negativelabelled sentences that are classified as positive should be combined with the original positive sentences (in the positive category).
While this technique may result to a meta classification, [36] we propose to include the technique as part of the training process of the final sentiment classifier. In addition, in order to minimize wrongly classified sentences, we implement the 'naïve' classifier to maximize the Joint-Log-Probability score of a given sentence belonging to either of positive or negative categories. This is because most ordinary classifiers maximize the conditional probability over all categories, which is at the expense of better accuracy. [37] We compute the Joint-Log-Probability as follows: P (S, C) = log 2 P (S|C) + log 2 P (C) (1)
where P (S, C) is the probability of a sentence given a class, P c is the probability of the sentence belonging to either a 'positive' category c or a 'negative' category c and P (C) is a multivariate distribution on the positive and negative categories.
Sentence-Level Polarity Correction
Following the training set correction in Section 3, we propose the sentence-level polarity correction to further reduce mis-classification in both 'training' and 'testing' sets. More importantly, because the bag-of-words approach has seldom improve the accuracy of a sentiment classifier, [3, 4] a sentence-level approach could give better improvement since most sentiments are expressed at sentencelevel anyway. [38] However, we have indicated in Section 3 that many review documents have the tendency to contain both positive and negative sentences, regardless of their individual categories (i.e. positive or negative). While the consistent sentence polarities of both categories might be helpful to the classification task, it would be better to remove sentences with outlier polarities that cause inconsistencies by using a polarity correction approach. [39, 40, 3] Note that we have motivated the inconsistency problem with an example in Section 1.
The idea of the sentence-level polarity correction is to remove inconsistent sentence polarities from each review. We observed that sentences with inconsistent polarity deviate from the previous consistent polarity. More often than not, the polarities of sentences in a given review are expressed consistently except for some outliers polarities. [1, 40, 3] As such, a given polarity is expressed consistently over a number of sentences and at a certain point deviate to the other polarity, and continues over a number of sentences alternately. Figure 1 shows an illustration depicting a possible review with consistent polarities and inconsistent polarities (or outlier polarities).
Given a 10-sentence review, a reviewer has expressed negative sentiments with the first three sentences. This is followed by a single positive sentence on line 4. Lines 5 to 7 consist of another three negative sentences. Lines 8 to 9 expressed positive sentences. Finally, line 10 concluded with a negative sentence. Thus, we regard line 4 (positive sentence) and line 10 (negative sentence) as outlier polarities because there is no subsequent exact polarity after each of them. Our polarity correction algorithm removes such outliers, leaving only the consistent polarities. It is to be noted that at this stage, the algorithm is independent of a particular sentiment category (i.e. positive or negative). We consider exact subsequent polarities -either positive or negative -since a review is likely to contain both polarities as discussed earlier. Our intuition is that sentences with consistent polarity could better represent the overall sentiment expressed in a review document by providing a wider margin between the categories of the major consistent sentiment polarities. [17, 21] Note that this technique is different from intra-sentence polarity detection as studied in Li et al. [40] An additional thing we did was to performed negation tagging by tagging 1 to 3 words after a negation word in each sentence. In contrast to our baseline, the negation tagging showed some improvements in our correction technique. Thus, given a review document with n-number of sentences S 1 , ..., S n , we classify each sentence with the 'naïve' classifier and compare the polarity Φ s of the first sentence with the polarity Φ sn+1 of the next sentence until s n−1 . Where Φ s is the starting polarity, the polarity of the subsequent sentence Φ sn+1 is compared with the polarity of the prior sentence Φλ sn+1 . When Φλ sn+1 equals Φ sn+1 , the sentence is stored into the consistent category, otherwise, the sentence is considered outlier. Note that we set a consistency threshold by specifying a parameter θ, which indicates the minimum number of subsequent and the same sentence polarities that must be considered consistent. As such, consistent sentence polarities that are lower than the θ value are ignored.
In our experiment, we set θ = 2 to simulate the default case. Our empirical observation shows that θ = 2 sufficiently captures consistent polarities for a sparse review document containing as low as 7 sentences. Figure 2 shows how consistent polarities are extracted with different threshold θ, where θ = 2 retrieves sentences n 3 to n 7 and θ = 3 retrieves only sentences n 5 to n 7 . 
Experiment and Results
We performed several experiments with our correction technique and compare between the performance on popular state-of-the-art classifiers with and without our polarity correction techniques. The classifiers comprises of the Sequential Minimum Optimization (SMO) variant of Support Vector Machines (SVM), [41] and Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier. [42] We used SVM and NB on the WEKA machine learning platform, [43] with bag-of-words,unigram, and word bigram features. We did not include word trigram features as both word unigram and word bigram features have been studied to improved sentiment classification tasks. [1, 22, 3] We conducted 80%-20% performance evaluation for comparison with the baselines on each dataset domain. For selecting the best parameters for the baseline algorithms, we performed hyperparameters search using Auto-Weka, [44] with cross-validation and the Sequential Model-based Algorithm Configuration (SMAC) optimization algorithm, which is an Bayesian optimization method proposed as part of Auto-Weka. [44] We performed the search by using the unigram features on the training set of each domain. This is because unigram features have shown robust performance in sentiment analysis. [1, 22, 3] 
Dataset and Baseline
Our dataset is the multi-domain sentiment dataset constructed by Blitzer et al. [5] The dataset was first used in year 2007 and consists of Amazon online product reviews from four different types of product domains 1 , which includes, beauty products,books, software, and kitchen. Each product domain has 1000 positive reviews and 1000 negatives reviews, which were identified based on the customers' star ratings according to Blitzer et al. [5] For each domain, we separated 800 documents per category as training set and used the remaining 200 documents as unseen testing set. We extracted the review text and performed sentence boundary identification by optimizing the output of the MedlineSentenceModel available as part of the LingPipe library. As our baseline, we implemented a sentence-level sentiment classifier using a technique similar to Pang and Lee, [22] on the same dataset but without our correction technique. The baseline technique has worked very well in most sentiment classification tasks. The baseline work removes objective sentences from the training and testing documents by using an automatic subjectivity detector component which uses subjective sentences only for sentence-level classification.
Evaluation
We used three evaluation metrics comprising of precision, recall, and F-Measure or F-1. The precision is calculated as T P/(T P + F P ), recall as T P/(T P + F N ), and F-Measure as (2 * precision * recall)/(precision + recall). Note that TP, TN, FP, and FN are defined as true positives, true negatives, false positives, and false negatives, respectively. All results are based on 95% Confidence Interval.
Results and Discussion
We present the results in Tables 2 -5 , where Model is the type of classifier, Pr. is the precision, Rc. is the recall, and F-1 is the F-measure, respectively. We identify the models with our correction technique with 'cor' after the model names. For Table 5 : Performance of unseen test sets on Kitchen reviews example 'SVM-Unigram-Cor' depicts a model using SVM with unigram features and our correction techniques. Standard models are identified by the algorithm name and the feature used. Baseline models are identified with 'Baseline'. In addition, we identify our best performing model above the baseline with ( * ) and comparable performance with standard models is identified with ( †). We see that the model with our correction techniques outperformed the baseline model without the correction techniques on all domains. Other than the baseline model, our technique show comparable performance with the standard bigram, bag-of-words, and unigram models. Not surprisingly, SVM performed better than NB in most cases with bag-of-words and unigram features. On the other hand, NB performed better than SVM with bigram features. The improvement on the baseline technique and the comparable performance on the standard models show the importance of our polarity correction techniques as applicable to sentiment classification. It also emphasizes the fact that using the unseen test sets without sentence-level polarity corrections is likely to lead to mis-classification as a result of inconsistent polarities within each review. Perhaps, it could be beneficial to consider the integration of our polarity correction techniques into an independent sentiment classifier for more accurate sentiment classification.
The limitation of our polarity correction techniques, however, could be in the construction and the performance of the initial 'naïve' classifier for performing both the training set and the sentence-level polarity corrections. Also, the classifier needed to be trained on each review domain. At the same time, we emphasize that a moderate classifier -taking a NB classifier as an example -trained with the standard bag-of-word features, gives an average of approximately 72% F-measure across all domains as observed in our results. Therefore, we believe that the process is likely to have a minimal or negligible effect on the resulting sentiment classifier. As such, in favor of a more efficient classification task, especially on very large datasets, we do not recommend sophisticated classifiers for the initial correction processes. We also like to emphasize that any reasonable sentence-level polarity identification technique, [3] used in place of the 'naïve' classifier in the correction processes, is likely to work just fine and give improved results for the overall sentiment classification task.
Conclusions
In this work, we have proposed a training set and sentence-level polarity correction for the sentiment classification task on review documents. We performed experiments on different Amazon product review domains and show that a sentiment classifier with training set and sentence-level polarity corrections, showed improved performance and outperformed a state-of-the-art sentiment classification baseline on all the review domains. Our correction techniques first remove polarity bias from the training set and then inconsistent sentence-level polarities from both training and testing sets. Given the difficulty of the sentiment classification task [3] , we believe that the improvement shown by the correction technique is promising and could lead to building a more accurate sentiment classifier.
In the future, we will integrate the training and sentence-level polarity correction techniques as part of an independent sentiment detection algorithm and perform larger scale experiment on large datasets such as the SNAP Web Data: Amazon reviews dataset 3 , which was prepared by McAuley and Leskovec. [45] 
